



Little is known about the life of' Charles Sanders Peirce 
and perhaps even less about his system and place in.the his-
tory of' American philosophical thought. Somewhat supert'io'i-
ally we recognize that he influenced the pragmatism of 
William James, but even here, were the facts known, the·1n.:. 
fluenoe would be exceedingly remote, owing to James•s own 
"_; ' ' : ' j ~, 
misinterpretation of' Peirce's leading ideas. Prof. Perry 
says that: "Perhaps it would be correct, and just to all 
·,; -
part~es, to say that the modern movement known as pragmatism 
is largely the result of James•s misunderstanding 'or:P~irde." 1 
,·, ,·I . 
James himsel.f' at one time stated that Peirce's lectures were 
pleasant to listen to b~t practically impossible for h~ to 
.- •• (:'"1• • '·, 
understand. The fact that James and others, notably Pap1n1 
and F. c. s. Schiller, radically transformed Peirce's 
r ' ~ ; ' 
"mere maxim of' logic" into a "sublime principle of ~~~ula• 
t1ve philosophy" 2 need not here concern us, except that 
we recognize that Peirce is still a figure very much 
clothed 1n the garb of mystery and misunderstanding;· 
1 Ralph Barton Perry, Thought and Character, vol 11~· 
P• 409. 
,'' ,_. 
2 Hartshorne and Weiss, The Collected PaRers of Charles 
Sanders Peirce, vol• v, PP• 14-15. 























































































